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  Abstract. We introduce four original concepts.  First, the point-like object (PO)  
  specified as a classical extended real object whose response to an external force is  
  aptly specified solely by the trajectory of a single point, whose velocity eventually  
  stops changing after the cessation of the external force.  Second, the dynamic  
  models of an PO  that generalize Newton’s second law by the explicit modeling of  
  PO-acceleration by nonlinear functions of the external force.  Third, the long-time  
  asymptotic dynamics of an PO (LTAD)  modeled by polynomials in time-derivatives  
  of the external force (by LTAD-models). To make LTAD-models we do not need to  
  know the PO equation of motion. Given the PO equation of motion, without solving it, 
  we can calculate the appropriate LTAD-models, but not vice versa.   
  Fourth, the asymptotic differential equations about the LTAD.  They are equivalent to 
  the  LTAD-models, but not to the PO equation of motion.  
         To resolve the conceptual controversy surrounding the relativistic 
  Lorentz-Abraham Dirac equation, we interpret this equation as an asymptotic   
  differential equation about the LTAD  of an electrified PO, and not as a differential  
  equation of motion for an electrified PO.  
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       1, Introduction 
       We consider the mathematical modeling of dynamics of  particular classical extended  
real objects, which we name “point-like objects” (POs). We specify an PO as follows:  
a) A PO is a classical real object whose response to an external force is aptly specified  
solely by the trajectory of a single point, which we name “the PO-position”.  
       b) The acceleration of the PO-position is determined by the external force acting on it. 
       c) The PO-velocity eventually stops changing after the cessation of the external force. 
So far the dynamics of an PO  has been modeled by so-named “point-mass”, whose acceleration 
is specified by Newton’s second law of motion, dividing the force acting on the point-mass by  
its mass, its sole kinetic constant. However, an PO may be a very complicated real object 
such as a planet, train, ship, half-empty bottle, chain, particle . . . , thus we may oversimplify 
the situation by using a point-mass to model its dynamics. So we address partly this question  
by introducing an innovative mathematical framework for modeling of the long-time asymptotic 
dynamics of such  POs as  t = ∞ , e.g. of a cyclically moving PO,  by polynomials in time-derivatives 
of the external force. Note that the long-time asymptotic of dynamics at a cyclic  PO-movement is 
the very same dynamics  ! 
       There are many real systems consisting of  POs , each of which is treated as the point-mass  
by taking into account only its mass, e.g. in astronomy, and in classical mechanics. Were we to take 
some account also of the supplementary kinetic properties of each  PO, we might get a better 
dynamic model of such a system. Thus we introduce such dynamic models of  POs  that generalize 
Newton’s second law by explicitly specifying the acceleration of an PO as a possibly nonlinear 
function of the external force.  We name this function and this type of model “the Newtonian 
dynamic model of an PO”  (NDM ), its parameters  “the NDM-kinetic constants”,  the corresponding 
trajectory  “the NDM-trajectory”, its velocity  “the NDM-velocity”, and its acceleration   
“the NDM-acceleration”. For the small and slowly changing external force we suggest that without 
solving an equation of motion, the long-time asymptotic dynamics of an PO as  @ = ∞ (LTAD for 
short) can be adequately modeled by polynomials in time-derivatives of the external force, which 
we name “LTAD-models”. By an LTAD-model we can take direct account of the different kinetic 
constants of an PO that supplement the PO-mass. 
       In Sect.2, to collate some relevant facts about the possible long-time asymptotic dynamics  
of an PO as  t = ∞, we calculate two specific non-relativistic  NDMs, which have three kinetic 
constants.  In Sect.3, from these NDMs  we calculate approximations of theirs LTADs  by the 
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polynomials in time-derivatives of the external force. These approximations provide a general 
understanding of the subject of this paper , i.e. the modeling of the  LTAD  by the polynomials  
in time-derivatives of the external force without solving an equation of motion. To illustrate  
this approach to modeling of the long-time asymptotic dynamics of an PO by LTAD-models, 
we make also the LTAD-models implied by the following five ordinary differential equations  
without solving them:  
(i) the second order linear differential equation for a driven damped harmonic oscillator,  
(ii) a system of two second order linear differential equation for two connected point-masses,  
(iii) the Lorentz-Abraham-Dirac relativistic differential equation, 
(iv) the Riccati differential equation of motion for the quadratic drag force, and  
(v) a second order cubic nonlinear differential equation for a driven damped oscillator. 
       We do not consider the theoretical physics problem of constructing an appropriate 
mathematical model for an electrified  PO or for any other kind of  PO.  
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      2. Generalizations of Newton’s second law 
2.1 Driven damped harmonic oscillator 
       Let us consider the  NDM of an PO based on the point-mass with mass  m ≥ 0, which is 
moving along the x-axis under the influence of the external force  E(@), E(0)= 0, and initially  
at rest at  G(0) = 0.  This point-mass is attached to the zero-length spring with the force 
constant k  ≥ 0 , and slowed down by the frictional force with the non-negative viscous  
damping coefficient c   such that  c > 0  if  km ≠ 0 . Thus for all t ≥ 0, the PO-position  G(t)  
satisfies the differential equation of motion for a driven damped harmonic oscillator: 
                            J G(K) L c G(M) L N G = E        with       G(O) P (Q/Qt)O x ,   n =  0, 1, 2…  ;                 (1) 
where  m,  c,  and  k  are three non-negative NDM kinetic constants. Thus the NDM-trajectory 
                                                G(@) = T  U
V
W (t
X)E(t Y tX) QtX      if   m > 0, c  > 0, and k  > 0 ,                  (2) 
where the Green function 
                                                U(@)  P (JZ1 Y [K \W)]M exp(Y[\Wt) sinZ1 Y [K \Wt  :                           (3) 
\W = ZN/J  is named “the un-damped angular frequency”, and ζ =  _ /2J\W  is named 
“the damping ratio”. The NDM-acceleration as a function of the external force E(@)  is given by: 
       G(K)(t) =  m]ME(t) Y m]M T  U
`
W
(tX)a NE(t Y tX) L _E(M)(t Y tX)bQtX   if  m > 0, c > 0, k > 0 ;           (4) 
       G(K)(t) =  J]M E(t) –  _ J]K T exp(Y_tX/J)
`
W E(t Y t
X) QtX       if  m > 0, c ≥ 0, k = 0 ;                     (5) 
       G(K)(t) = _]ME(M) (t) Y N _]K T exp(YNtX/_)
`
W E
(M)(t Y tX) QtX   if  m = 0, c > 0, k ≥ 0 ;                     (6) 
see also the equations (17), (18) and (19). 
Remarks 
       If the external force E(t)= 0  for all t ≥ tM, then the differential equation of motion (1) implies  
                         G(t) = fM exp(Y[\Wt) sin(Z1 Y [K\Wt L g)     if  m > 0, c ≥ 0, k > 0 ;                          (7) 
                         G(M)(t) = fK exp(Y_t/J)      if  m > 0, c ≥ 0, k = 0 ;                                                         (8) 
                         G(t) = fh exp(YNt/_)      if  m = 0, c > 0, k > 0 ;                                                              (9) 
where the four constants fM , fK , fh ,  and g are determined by E(@), 0 i t i tM. Thus, if c > 0 , 
then (i) after the cessation of the external force E(t) the  NDM-velocity   G(M)(t) eventually stops  
changing, and (ii) the properties of the external force E(t) within any finite period of time have 
negligible effects on the  NDM-velocity G(M)(t)  as  t = ∞  because this  NDM is linear. However, 
were c  i 0, then there would be the self-acceleration. 
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2.2 NDM of an PO based on two connected point-masses 
        Let us consider two point-masses of equal mass  m ≥ 0, which are located on the  x-axis, 
initially resting at points x (0)= 0 and  GM(0)= 0: thus  G(M)(0)= 0  and GM
(M)(0)= 0. They are 
connected  by the zero-length spring with the force constant  k/2 > 0. The point-mass with  
the trajectory  x (t)  is accelerated by the external force E(t), E(0)= 0, and slowed down  
by the frictional force  Yc G(M)(t)  with the viscous damping coefficient  c ≥ 0. Whereas the  
point-mass with the trajectory  GM(t) is only slowed down by the frictional force  Yc GM
(M)(t). 
Thus the equations of motion for this system of two connected point-masses read: 
        JG(K)  = Y_G(M) L E Y  ½ N (G Y  GM)      and    JGM
(K) =  ½ N (G Y  GM)  Y  _GM
(M) .                       (10) 
So the velocity of the first point-mass is given by: 
           G(M)(t) = T  z(t Y tX) aE(M)(t´) L k/(2m)T  exp (Y_l/J)
`´
W E(t
X Y τ)QτbQtn`W   if  m > 0 , c  ≥ 0;   (11) 
and 
           G(M)(t) =  _]M T exp(YNtX/_)
`
W ak/(2c) E(t Y t
X) LE(M)(t Y tX) bQtX  if  m = 0 , c  > 0.                  (12) 
        For c > 0 we may consider  G(t) as an NDM-trajectory. And the time-differentiation of 
the equation (11) or (12) defines directly the corresponding NDM-acceleration. 
Remarks  
a) If the external force E(t) = 0  for all t ≥ tM, and  _ = 0,  then the equations of motion (10) 
imply that after the cessation of the external force  E(t) the acceleration of the first  
point-mass is given by: 
                                                         G(K)(t) = f sin(ZN J⁄  t L g)   for all  t ≥ tM ,                                          (13) 
 where the real constants f and g are determined by the external force E(t), 0 i t i tM.  
 So the velocity G(M)(t)  of the first point-mass does not abide by Newton’s first law: 
 ”The velocity of a body remains constant unless the body is acted upon by an external 
 force.”  However, the center of mass  ½(x L GM)  does abide by it, because its acceleration 
 ½(G L GM )(K) = 0  for all  t ≥ tM , by (10) with  c  = 0. 
b) According to the differential equations of motion (10), the differential equation of motion 
for the NDM-trajectory  G(t) is given by: 
                     JKG(p) L  2_J G(h) L (NJ L _K) G(K) L N_ G(M) = ½N E L _ E(M) LJ E(K) .                       (14) 
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       3. A small and slowly changing external force  
       Let us consider  the LTAD  in the case of the external force  qr(qt) whose magnitude and  
rate of change are determined by a small positive auxiliary parameter λ.  First we approximate  
the LTADs  of  the NDMs (4) and (5 ) by polynomials in time-derivatives of the external force  
qr(qt). Then we give a few exemplary modeling of the LTAD by polynomials in time-derivatives  
of the external force without solving an equation of motion. 
3.1 Approximations of a linear  LTAD 
       Let us consider the approximations of the linear  LTADs  implied by the NDMs (4) and (5) if  
the external force  E(t) = qr(qt) and λ is small. Using the Taylor series expansion of the external 
force qr(qt), we obtain from  NDMs (4) and (5) the following two expansions in powers of  λ : 
       G(K)(t) = N]Mq r(K)(qt) Y N]K_ q r(h)(qt) L O(λu)    as  @ = ∞    if   J > 0, _ > 0, N > 0 ;            (15) 
      G(K)(t) = _]Mq r(M)(qt) Y J_]Kq r(K)(qt) L O(λp)    as  @ = ∞    if   J > 0, _ > 0, N = 0 ;             (16) 
provided  vwxVyWz r(O)(qt)z ≤ ∞  for  n = 0, 1, 2, 3.   
       Whereas the differential equation of motion (1) implies that for all t ≥ 0  and any  λ : 
                     G(K)(t) =  J]Mq r(q@)    if   J > 0, _ = 0, N = 0 ;                                                               (17) 
                    G(M)(t) =  _]Mqr(q@)     if   J = 0, _ > 0, N = 0  ;                                                                (18) 
                    G(t) =  N]M qr(q@)   if   J = 0, _ = 0, N > 0 .                                                                      (19) 
       The equations (15) –(19) suggest  that without having an equation of motion we may  
model the long-time asymptotic  PO-trajectory,  PO-velocity, or  PO-acceleration by a sum of  
N time-derivatives of the small and slowly changing external force  qr(qt), say,  
                                          G(|)(t) = ∑ NOqr(O]M)(qt)~M  L O(λ~M)  where  j = 0, 1, 2                               (20) 
respectively, provided  vwxVyWz r()(qt)z ≤ ∞  for n = 0, 1,.., N.  We name such a model of the  LTAD 
for the small and slowly changing external force  qr(qt)  “a LTAD-model”, and the real constants 
 NO “the long-time asymptotic kinetic constants".  Note that by (20): 
                                          G(|)(t) = O(λM)  , n = 0, 1, 2, … .  , as  t = ∞  .                                          (21) 
If  NO = 0  for  = 1, 2, … . ,  Y 1 , and N ≠ 0 , o≥1, then the LTAD-model (20) implies the following 
 novel differential equation about the long-time asymptotic dynamics  of an PO: 
                                           ∑ _Ox(O)| (t) = qr
(]M)(qt) L (q]M)  where  j = 1, 2, 3,                          (22) 
which we name “the asymptotic differential equation”, and vice versa.  In particular, for N = 4,  
j= 2, and NM ≠ 0  we have 
                         _K = NM]M,   _h = YNM]KNK ,  and  _p = NM]hNKK Y NM]KNh ;                                                    (23) 
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and  
                          NM = _K  ]M,   NK = Y _h_K  ]K ,  and Nh = _K]h_hK Y_K]K_p .                                                        (24) 
Remarks 
a) The start-up dynamics of  the NDM (4)  is given by: 
                                      G(K)(t) =  m]MλKr(M)(0) t L  O(λhtK) .                                                     (25) 
But the way how the long-time asymptotic dynamics of the NDM (4), the LTAD-model (15) 
depends on the NDM kinetic constants  m,  c,  and k  is fundamentally different. 
b) By definition a LTAD-model contains only one  time-derivative of the NDM-trajectory;  
an asymptotic differential equation contains by definition only one  time-derivative of  
the external force ; while the equation of motion for the  NDM-trajectory is not so 
 constrained, but it has only a finite  number of terms. 
c) The estimate (21) with j = 0 implies the (21) with j =1 and j = 2, but not vice versa! 
d) The equations (4) and (15) show that the NDM and the corresponding LTAD-model may  
differ significantly. But if the external force is small and slowly changing, then we may  
always use the LTAD-models to calculate approximations of the long-term asymptotic  
 NDM-trajectories. 
e) In contrast to the differential equation of motion (1) that depends continuously on 
the kinetic constants  m , c , and k ,  the corresponding LTAD-models may not in view of 
(15) and (16). The same goes for the corresponding asymptotic differential equations (22), 
which in general do not determine the differential equation of motion (1) 
f) Eliminating the higher time-derivatives of the trajectory by iteration from an NDM  
differential equation of motion like (1) or (14), we can calculate directly the corresponding  
LTAD-models without solving an equation of motion, provided they exist!  So assuming  
that the estimate (21) is correct, we could calculate from the NDM differetial equation  
of motion (14) for two connected point-masses the correspondig LTAD-model: 
                              G(M)(t) = (2c)]Mq r(qt) L  (qK)     if   J ≥  0, _ > 0 ,                                 (26) 
and 
                              G(K)(t) = (2m)]Mq r(qt) L  (qh)    if   J >  0, _ = 0 .                                  (27)   
However, since (21) is false if  c = 0, the equation (27) is false, cf. the equation (13). 
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3.2. Relativistic LTAD-models 
       Let us consider a relativistic  NDM  based on the point-mass with mass m ≥0, which is 
located at  (t)  and moving with velocity  (t)  under the influence of the external force   q(qt) 
with the small auxiliary parameter  q > 0. We define the external four-force  
                   q(qt) P (t) · q(qt), q(qt) , where  (@) P 1/Z1 Y ||   with   (t) P /_  ,      (28) 
and the  NDM four-velocity  (t) P (, ) : we use the metric with the signature  (L Y Y Y),  
so     = 1. We introduce an additional four-force  (t), which depends on the external force  
q(qt) , and formulate a relativistic  NDM as follows: 
                                       J_aMb(t) =  (t) L  q(qt)    with    ab P (Q/Qt)O ,   n=0, 1, 2,… ,        (29) 
where t/γ  is the proper time. As    aMb = 0 and     = 0 , we may rewrite the relativistic  
NDM (29) as  
                                                         J_aMb(t) =  (1 Y   )(t) L  q(qt) .                                           (30) 
       Generalizing the linear LTAD-model (20) with  j=2, we model the four-force Δ(t)  
by a polynomial in time-derivatives  qaOb so as to get a relativistic LTAD-model: 
  aMb = (1 Y   )NM q L NK qaMb L NhMqh( · )  L NhK qaKb L NpM qh(aMb ·   
                          L NpK qh · )aMb L Nph qahb L NuMqu ( · )K  L NuK qh(aMb · aMb                (31) 
                          L  Nuh qh(aMb · )aMb L Nup qh(aKb · ) L Nuu qh( · )aKb L Nu qapbb L (q) ,  
where the real constants NM, … ., Nu  are independent of the external four-force q(qt) . We name  
them “the relativistic long-time asymptotic kinetic constants”, as they specify a relativistic  LTAD   
up to the order of  qu  inclusive in the case of a small and slowly changing external four-force qΦ(qt) . 
We see no physical reason to believe that the number of the independent relativistic long-time 
asymptotic kinetic constants might be small. 
        In general, when modeling of the  LTAD  for a given  PO, we expect the equation (31) to be  
an appropriate relativistic LTAD-model provided that 
a) each of its term is essentially smaller than the preceding one, 
b) the  properties of  the PO are permanent,   
c) the values of the external four-force q(qt) within any finite period of time have  
negligible effects on the  LTAD ,  
d) the PO-acceleration depends without delay on the external four-force q(qt) . 
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       The  NDMs  (17)–(19)  suggest that taking only a finite number of terms in the equation (31), 
we might actually get an adequate relativistic  NDM equation of motion, which generalizes 
Newton’s second law, exhibiting no self-acceleration with runaway solutions 
       If  (t) = (Yt), then the NDM (30)  is invariant under time reversal and the potential 
relativistic LTAD-model is given by the equation (31) with  NK =  NpM =  NpK =  Nph = 0 .  
       Eliminating by iterations all the time-derivatives  qaOb   except one of  qaWb from the  
relativistic LTAD-model (31), we get a relativistic asymptotic differential equation, analogous 
to the asymptotic differential equation (22). 
3.3 Relativistic LTAD-models of an electrified  PO 
       In 1673, Huygens derived the formula for the period of a mathematical pendulum. However, 
if we rub a real pendulum and electrify it, the classical electrodynamics has provided so far no 
adequate dynamic model of such an electrified  PO.  In 1892, H. A. Lorentz started an ongoing 
quest to take account of the radiation reaction force (the effect of the loss of four-momentum 
by the electromagnetic radiation) in modeling of the motion of a classical charged particle, cf. a1b. 
So there is a century old open question how to construct within the framework of the classical 
electrodynamics an adequate dynamic model of an electrified  PO  that has at least two  kinetic 
constants, mass and charge, and no unsatisfactory features such as the runaway solutions. For a 
survey of many attempts to solve this problem and a physically consistent solution proposed by 
FordYO’Connell in 1991 see O’Connell a2b, and the references cited therein. 
        To show how we can use a relativistic asymptotic differential equation to take account  
of the assumptions about the dynamic properties of  PO whose  LTAD  we are modeling,  we now 
collate the basic relativistic premises of Dirac’s theory of an electrified  PO. Presuming that this PO 
is electrified by a point-like charge, we follow Schott a3b and express the additional four-force as 
                                                               = Y QaMb · aMb  L aMb ,                                                     (32) 
i.e. as the difference between the intensity QaMb · aMb  , d ≥ 0 , of the four-momentum emitted 
by the Liénard-Wiechert potentials with the cyclically moving singularity at (t) ,cf. a1, §6.6b,  
and the time-derivative of an “acceleration four-momentum B(t)“.  So for an electrified  PO  we   
rewrite the relativistic  NDM (29) as follows:  
                                                      J_aMb –  QaMb · aMb  L aMb  = q .                                              (33) 
Assuming that the acceleration four-momentum   (@) is a four-function of the time-derivatives  
ab  and  aOb, Dirac a4b concluded that the conservation of four-momentum requires that  
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                                                                   ( L QaMb)aMb  =  0  .                                                             (34) 
Thereafter, Bhabha a5b pointed out that the conservation of angular four-momentum requires  
that the cross product 
                                                                             L QaMb                                                                                        (35) 
is a total differential with respect to the proper time. 
        In a1, Sects.10.1 and 10.2b and a6b, we pointed out seventeen qualitative properties that we 
are expecting from a physically realistic NDM for an electrified  PO. So far no such NDM is known. 
       Inspired by the asymptotic differential equation (22), we assume that the nth time-derivative 
ab is of the order  qO as t = ∞, and approximate the time-derivative  aMb in the NDM (33) by  
the polynomials in  ab , cf. a1, Ch.9b and a7b. Accordingly, for an electrified  PO the relativistic 
asymptotic differential equation about the long-time asymptotic acceleration  is given up to 
the order of  qK   inclusive by: 
                                                  J_aMb Y Q(1 Y   )aKb = q   .                                                           (36) 
In a8b we gave such a relativistic  asymptotic differential equation  for an electrified PO up to  
the order of   q  inclusive. The equation (36) is traditionally not taken as a relativistic asymptotic 
differential equation, but as the Lorentz-Abraham-Dirac equation of motion , though it exhibits  
the self-acceleration. The first term is due to Einstein and the second one is due to Dirac a4b, who 
assumed that an electron is such a simple thing that the equation (36) ought to be the correct 
equation of motion with Q = K/6 ¡W_K . So we name the constant  Q “the Dirac kinetic constant”. 
       Eliminating by iteration the time-derivative aKb from the asymptotic differential equation (36), 
we get for an electrified PO  the following  LTAD-model: 
                                            J_aMb = (1 Y   )q L qQ J_⁄ aMb ¢ L (qh) ,                                      (37) 
analogous to the LTAD-model (31).  In a1, Sect.11.4b we gave for an electrified  PO such  
a relativistic LTAD-model up to the order of   λ  inclusive. According to the LTAD-model (37), 
in the case of a small and slowly changing external four-force q(qt), the mass  m  and next  
the Dirac kinetic constant  d  are the most important relativistic long-time asymptotic   
kinetic constants of any electrified  PO.  
3.4 The quadratic drag force 
       To model the dynamics of an PO  moving through a fluid at relatively large velocity, we take 
the point-mass with mass m ≥ 0, which is moving along the x-axis under the influence of the 
external force  qr(qt) > 0 . This  PO  is slowed down by the quadratic drag force  _£(G(M)(t))K , 
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_£> 0. Thus the PO-velocity G(M) satisfies the following Riccati differential equation: 
                                                     J G(K) L _£(G(M))K = qr(qt) .                                                                (38) 
If the estimates 
                                                     G()(t) = Oλ]M/K    , n = 1, 2, … , as  t = ∞  ,                                    (39) 
are true also for  J > 0 , the differential equation (38) implies the new type of LTAD-models: 
                G(M)(t) = Zλ/_£
 
Zr(qt) Y 1 4⁄ J Zλ/_£ F(M)(λt)/Zr(qt)  L  Oλu/K   as  t = ∞   .                (40) 
We can improve this model by adding the frictional force Yc G(M)(t) to the equation (38). 
3.5 The strong string 
       By using a strong string, we generalize the differential equation of motion (1) for a driven 
damped harmonic oscillator so that 
                                  J G(K) L c G(M) L NM G L Nhxh =  qr(qt)  ,                                                              (41) 
where   J, c , NM, Nh ≥ 0  and  c > 0  if  (NM L Nh)J > 0. We rewrite this differential equation, by 
Cardano’s  formula as follows 
                                        G =  Y¤ L ( ¤K L xh)M/K  ¢
M/h
Y ¤ L ( ¤K L xh)M/K  ¢
M/h
   ,                              (42) 
where      x P NM/3Nh , ¤ P  r Y qr(qt)/2Nh and  r P J G(K) L _ G(M) . Presuming that the estimates 
                              G()(t) = OλK¥¦§(¨©)/hM/h  , n = 0, 1, … , as  t = ∞  ,                                            (43) 
are true also if  J, _ > 0 ; using Taylor series of  ª P arhs(42)b   as a function of r ; and eliminating  
the time-derivatives G() , we infer the following LTAD-model: 
  G = ª«¬­ L _ ª«®­(ª«¬­ )(M) L Oλ¯/hK¥¦§(¨©)/h  as  t = ∞ , with  ª«°­ P (∂ ∂²⁄ )arhs(42)b  at ² = 0 .  (44)  
4. Conclusions 
       We introduce four original concepts: 
a) First, the point-like object (PO) specified as a classical extended real object whose 
response to an external force is aptly specified solely by the trajectory of a single point, 
whose velocity eventually stops changing after the cessation of the external force. 
b) Second, the dynamic model of an PO (NDM) that generalizes Newton’s second law by  
the explicit modeling of PO-acceleration by a nonlinear function of the external force. 
c) Third, the long-time asymptotic dynamics of an PO  ( LTAD)  modeled  by polynomials  
in time-derivatives of the external force (by LTAD-models), e.g. for the cyclic motion.  
d) Fourth, the asymptotic differential equations about the LTAD. 
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        Given a differential equation of motion for an PO, we can calculate the corresponding  
LTAD-models directly to any order without solving this differential equation of motion!  
However, these LTAD-models generally do not specify the original equation of motion. 
        An LTAD-model implies a novel, asymptotic differential equation about the LTAD,  
and vice versa!  We can use an LTAD-model for calculating the approximations of the long-time 
asymptotic  PO-trajectories as t = ∞ ; whereas in general, we may not use an asymptotic 
differential equation to this end, but we can use it for taking account of the dynamic properties, 
e.g. at the cyclic motion, of an PO  whose   LTAD-models  we are making . We may use either to 
access those long-time asymptotic kinetic constants that supplement the PO-mass, e.g. a charge, 
by observing the long-time asymptotic PO-trajectories, cf. a8b. 
        Though there are infinitely many possible  NDMs  for a particular PO, there are only a very 
few theoretical principles how to construct one. Nevertheless, using an appropriate, generic 
ansatz such as (31), (40) or (44) for an LTAD-model, enables us to specifically model the data 
about the long-time asymptotic trajectories of a particular PO without knowing an adequate NDM. 
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